Build Your Career Capital to
Remain Relevant to an Evolving
World of Work
Cathy Brown
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This workshop is likely to be of interest to
you if…
You want to take
You want to
make it easier
for yourself to
move between
roles

Insights

control of your career

Exercises
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You want to help your
clients to build work
mobility

Sharing
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Insights

A job for life is less a realistic employment
goal …
1

Under 30s
Average job
tenure is 2-3
years 2

Over 50s
Average job
tenure 13-20
years

…job hopping will become more frequent
1. Source: Doyle, 2000; Tulgan, 2001; Edwards, 2014
2. Source: OECD, 2006: 7
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Insights

Often we can find work transitions as stressful…

Internal:

External:

Review career identity

New skills

Rethink career story

New patterns of
interactions

Re-evaluate career success

Life restructuring of
life around
opportunities
Source: Arnold, 1997; Pummell, 2008; Clarke, 2009; Ibarra and Barbulescu, 2010

…especially with business leaders where stakes are higher
(Ibarra and Barbulescu, 2010)
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Insights

These insights are based on PhD research
Title of research study:
Business Leaders: Career Capital and Role Transitions

Aim of the exploration:
To explore the career capital required by business leaders to facilitate role
transitions within a single business within the UK

What

How

Barriers
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Organisational
and individual
implications
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Insights

Role holders have a career capital
portfolio…

…which they can draw upon especially during times of transition
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Insights

The line manager can play a critical role…
-

-

Knowing Self
Motivation
Self-confidence

-

Career capital
Knowing How
Career relevant
knowledge: Job and
Business
Technical expertise
Broad flexible skill
set: Critical thinking, Influence, Initiative
and Selfmanagement

Economic capital
Funding for business
cases
Targeted pay increases

Knowing Whom
Network internal within
work: colleagues,
stakeholders
Reputation

-

Physical capital
Office space
Technology
Training programmes
Coaches

Line manager

Business leader

…including providing a gateway to numerous capitals
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Insights

Career capital isn’t static through transitions…
Development

Erosion

“Yes certainly my direct reports at the
time helped, yes.”

“I guess for my personality, I think
that when you are thrown into the
deep end your confidence suffers a
bit […]”

Interviewer: “And in what way did they
help?”

“Well in terms of giving me knowledge
because I came in with little or no
understanding, no understanding about
the plant and little or no understanding
of how it works in [organisation] sort of
production-wise and [parent
organisation].”

“We are keen to give feedback, you
can over feedback and I was getting
far too much feedback […]”
“I joined and that wasn’t helpful and I
was getting it from all sides.”
Fleur (4: 19)

Neil (33: 16)

…it can be both developed and eroded
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Insights

We can use career capital in differing ways
to ease our transition experience
Connecting
Family
support

Crossing
+

Selfmanagement

Selfmanagement

“I have always had support from home […] you
come home, you have to make the transition
everyday really, nearly every day and to be
honest when you walk through the door you
have to park one and pick up another […] I
leave the laptop in the boot.”
Geoff (7: 37 and 39)

Peer

“I haven’t had universal support across my
peers, that is for sure, for my strategy[…] you
try and make the same rationale for why you
are making the change and you present that to
the person […] recently what I have done to be
honest is stopped trying to convince them […]
because I felt it was a road to nowhere.”
Geoff (7: 42-44)
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Insights

Finally, how we manage our careers and
relate to the organisation influences the
career capital that we cultivate
Career Worker

Low

Passive Worker

Organisational
attachment

Counter indicators: Selfmanagement and
Initiative (Knowing Self)

External Reputation
(Knowing Whom) and
Critical Thinking
(Knowing How)

Steve, Andrew

Bella, Bob

Political Worker

High

Company Worker
Experience and Career
Relevant Skills (Knowing
How)

Influence and Initiative
(Knowing How)

George, Dan

James, Garry

Low

High
Personal agency
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Insights

Case study 1 – Steve: Passive Worker
Situation:
Returned to his previous job after a 1 year secondment to South Africa
• Expected to be given a new
opportunity by the organisation
on his return
“So yes, I had come back hoping that maybe
there would be something, I don’t know what,
but [pauses, sighs].”
Interviewer: “Had you asked?”
“No, probably more me hoping really.”
Steve (21: 11)

• Disappointed that the Exec didn’t
seek him out on his return and
sponsor his reintegration
“And then I met [stakeholder b]. There really
wasn’t much from that you know. I was, I was
started to hit a bit of a frustrating period.”
Steve (21: 13)

• Found it tough to resolve conflict and manage his emotions
“Poor relationships, I suppose […] our relationship has been appalling and really fraught […]. We
were side-by-side managers constantly like that for 9 years. […] and again we went straight into
conflict mode. […] You just don’t speak to each other and avoid each other.”
Steve (21: 35-36)
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Insights

Case study 2 – Garry: Political Worker
Situation:
Instigated a cross-functional move from Operations to Marketing
• Spotted and qualified the
opportunity

• Systematically undertook an
influencing campaign

“So we met over coffee and that conversation
was me basically saying: ‘Look would I have
a fair shot?’ […] ‘You have a good a shot as
anyone.’ […] so that was enough for me
really so from that point I application in and
started my aggressive campaign!”
Garry (17: 17-18)

“So I made appointments with pretty much every
member of the leadership team […] I probably
took in 1% of what they said but it was all about
appearances for me at that point. The motivation
personally was not altruistic, it was very selfish in
terms of how I could use it to my advantage.”
Garry (17: 18, 39)

• Worked hard at reforming his reputation
“I think that [Stakeholder] probably would have shared a lot of the preconceptions […] it was evident in
her questions that she was asking, it was that ‘Is this a Supply and Ops guy?’ and ‘Are we going to
have a functional […] clockwork worker?’ Because that was not what they wanted […] I had to prove
that I was somebody different […] that was part of my PR campaign.”
Garry (17: 43)
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Summary so far…

Transition management
will become increasingly
important

Developing a career
capital portfolio will help

Transitions can be
stressful

Building an effective
relationship with your
line manager is critical
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Your career capital
portfolio will vary
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Exercises and Sharing

Group work to enable us to further build
our understanding
Group A
Identify up to 6 questions to help to find out our
client’s current career capital portfolio
Group B
Identify up to 3 exercises that we could use with our clients
to develop their career capital portfolio

Write these up on a flip-chart and be prepared to share
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Thank you
Happy to answer your questions
Happy to stay connected:
www.evolve.eu.com
@CathyEvolve
cathybrown3
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